
ADJECTIVES + INFINITIVE 

Видео сангийн хичээл дээр онцлон хэлсэн гол тайлбаруудыг  эргэж сайн санаарай. 

Тэмдэг нэрсийг үйл үгийн хувираагүй хэлбэртэй хамт (adjectives + infinitive ) байдлаар 
ашиглан, ихэвчлэн сэтгэлийн хөдөлгөөн, төрсөн сэтгэгдэл буюу сэтгэлзүйн төлөв байдал, 
таамаглал, зөн совин, мэдрэмж зэргийг илэрхийлж болно. Жишээ нь:  
Энэ тухай сонсоход хөгжилтэй байлаа. (It was amusing to hear about it). 
Тэр амьтдын хүрээлэн одоо болтол ажилласаар байгааг олж мэдээд гайхав/ цочирдов.  (He 
was confused/shocked to find out that the zoo continued its activities.)  

Иймээс англи хэлээр хийсвэр ойлголтын талаар ярих чадвараа хөгжүүлэхэд тань дараах үгс 
их хэрэглэгдэнэ.  
Дараах тэмдэг нэрсийг үйл үгийн хувираагүй хэлбэртэй хамт (adjectives + infinitive ) хэрхэн 
ашиглах вэ? 
Afraid-  
They were afraid to go to the meeting. Are you afraid to tell me the truth? 
Amazed-  
I am amazed to see you with them.  
Were you amazed to discover that we’d been at the president’s reception? 
Amusing-  
It might be amusing to see the wildlife around Manzushir Monastery.  
Was it amusing to find out that the most popular Mongolian names Khulan, Minjin and Bulgan 
meant a Mongolian wild ass, Beaver, or Mink?   
It might be quite amusing to know what your Mongolian friends’ names mean.   
Nergui -Nameless,  
Enebish- Not this ,  
Terbish- Not that,  
Boldbaatar- A steel hero,  
Narantsetseg- Sunflower,  
Ganbat-  Steel -strong,  
Sarantuya- Moonray 
Sarangerel- Moonlight,  
Ukhna- Malegoat, and there are many Tibetan names such as Gonchigsumlaa- The three jewels 
and Dolgormaa- White Tara. 
Anxious- 
Everyone was anxious to find out the results of the annual exam. I am anxious to receive a 
booster shot/dose. 
Apt-      
юмс бол тохирсон, таарсан,  
хүн бол хандлагатай, чадвартай:  
He was apt to confuse the past with the present 
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Astonishing-  
It's astonishing to think that only a few years ago she was a completely unknown singer. 
Awkward- 
It would be a little awkward to admit that their latest technology had fallen into the hands of 
the enemy 
Beautiful-  
She is too beautiful to wear these shoes. 
Boring-  
The idea is too boring to pursue. 
Certain-  
Oil prices are certain to rise following the political tension in Europe. 
Delighted-  
We are delighted to announce this year’s winners. 
Difficult-  
It was difficult to answer directly. 
Disappointed-  
The coaches were disappointed to hear the results. 
Disgusted-  
I was too disgusted to come near to the contaminated water. 
Dreadful-  
It was dreadful to watch them fighting the fire. 
Glad –  
The parents are so glad to see their children being strong and happy.  
Easy-  
It’s easy to know. It’s easy to guess whose idea it was. It was too easy to convince them. 
Impossible –  
It would be impossible to achieve that goal by the end of this month!  
Inclined –  
The politicians are inclined to make false promises.  
Interesting –  
It was interesting to watch how they were building their nest. 
Prepared –  
We were prepared to accept the challenge. 
Relieved –  
I was relieved to hear the news. 
Reluctant –  
The voters are reluctant to support him. 
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